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We chose Zenodo because “UX and attractiveness 
are important for the acceptance of a repository.”
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Two ways towards a Zenodo-like repository

$ curl -k --header "Content-Type: application/json" \
    https://localhost:5000/api/records/1?prettyprint=1

{
  "created": "2018-05-23T13:28:19.426206+00:00",
  "id": 1,
  "links": {
    "self": "https://localhost:5000/api/records/1"
  },
  "metadata": {
    "contributors": [
      {
        "name": "Doe, John"
      }
    ],
    "id": 1,
    "title": "Some title"
  },
  "revision": 0,
  "updated": "2018-05-23T13:28:19.426213+00:00"

}



What’s good about building from Invenio/Scratch

● build upon well maintained Invenio modules
● easier to keep up with Invenio development
● only create (and maintain) code and module you really need
● “clean slate” codebase
● probably easier to understand what you actually do



What’s wrong with building from Invenio/Scratch
It’s a lot of work!

● no out-of-the-box UI functionality 
● no datamodel*
● no Deposit-UI*
● none of the nice UI features people love about zenodo (like facetted search 

etc)*
● modules that you build for your repository remain in your responsibility

* most components can be grabbed from somewhere, but they need to be glued 
together by you



What’s good with cutting zenodo.org to size
● have Zenodo’s functionality and UX right away
● use a community-proven product that’s actually used ->
● all rough edges or problems have at least been addressed, if not solved
● benefit from new zenodo.org features (like DOI versioning, stats)
● it’s still an Invenio repository, so you can mostly use Invenio and often general 

Flask modules to improve your repository
○ We used shibboleth-authenticator to plug zenodo into our IDMS
○ We* contributed invenio-S3 to the Invenio codebase to connect zenodo to our storage 



What’s wrong with cutting zenodo.org to size

*103



What’s wrong with cutting zenodo.org to size
● some things are not for everyone (special APIs for Zenodo, e.g. for OpenAIRE)
● some code is pretty hardwired to the service in the Zenodo codebase
● things can radically change and it’s no one’s fault
● cherry picking changes into your altered codebase is less fun than picking 

cherries from trees
● how things are done in Zenodo is sometimes hard to grasp for unexperienced 

Invenio/Flask “developers” 
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Thanks, Esteban



So what’s the better way to do it?
● the “cut-to-size”-approach provides you with a working repository much earlier

● the “build from scratch”-approach probably results in a product that’s easier to 
maintain

● both are doable if you have enough Flask or even better Invenio experience

$ git clone https://github.com/zenodo/zenodo.git
$ git checkout master
$ docker-compose build
$ docker-compose up
$ docker-compose run --rm web bash /code/zenodo/scripts/init.sh
$ docker-compose run --rm statsd bash /init.sh
$ docker-compose run --rm web zenodo index reindex --yes-i-know
$ docker-compose run --rm web zenodo index run -d

this actually works!
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Hi there!



What would be an even better way?
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Invenio RDM
Project Goals:

1. Build an open-source turn-key research data management (RDM) platform 
based on Zenodo and Invenio v3.

2. Build a community of research institutions and private companies to grow 
and sustain the platform going forward.



Steps ahead:
- Define requirements and build Invenio RDM based on Zenodo’s functionality
- Move our repository to the Invenio RDM codebase


